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This paper deals with the equation
iut+(12) 2u=*( |x| &1 V |u| 2) u,
u(0, x)=u0(x).
Here, u is a complex-valued function of (t, x) # R_Rn, n2, and * is a real
number. If u0 is small in L2, s with s>(n2)+2, then the solution u(t) behaves
asymptotically as
u(t, x)=(it)&n2 exp((i |x|22t)&iS (t, xt))
_{, (xt)+t&1 :
2
j=0
1, j (xt)(log t) j=+o(t&(n2)&1)
uniformly in Rn as t  . Here , is a suitable function called the modified
scattering state, and the functions S , 1, j , j=0, 1, 2, are represented explicitly by
using ,.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
We study the large time behavior of the solution to the following
nonlinear Schro dinger equation:
iut+(12) 2u=f (u),
(1.1)
u(0, x)=u0(x).
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Here, u is a complex-valued function of (t, x) # R_Rn, ut=ut, 2 denotes
the Laplace operator in Rn, f (u)=(V V |u|2) u, V(x)=* |x|&#, * # R, and
0<#<n. The nonlinear term f (u) is nonlocal and called Hartree type. The
Cauchy problem for this equation and the asymptotic behavior of the solu-
tion, especially the scattering theory has been studied by many authors, see
for example [2, 416, 20, 22].
From the viewpoint of the scattering theory, we classify the potential V
into two casesV is said to be of short range if #>1 and long range if
#1 respectively. In short range case, we construct the scattering theory by
comparing as t   the solution to (1.1) with the solution to free
Schro dinger equation. Assume that for any , belonging to a dense sub-
space X of the Lebesgue space L2, there exists a unique solution to (1.1)
satisfying s-limt   U(&t) u(t)=, in the topology of X (respectively L2),
where U(t)=exp(it22) is the free propagator. Then we can define the
operator W+ : X  X (respectively L2) by W+,=u0 . We call W+ the
wave operator for positive time in X (respectively from X to L2) and , the
scattering state of u(t). The operator W& can be defined similarly with
t   replaced by t  &. We say that the wave operators are complete
in X if W\ are homeomorphisms in X. The existence and the completeness
of the wave operators guarantee that the solution to (1.1) behaves like a
free solution. Indeed, the following are known for short range scattering,
namely #>1:
(i) the wave operators exists in L2, 1 (if 1<#<2) or in H 1 & L2, 1
(if 1<#<min(4, n) with *0);
(ii) if *0 or the initial datum u0 is sufficiently small, then the solu-
tion behaves asymptotically as a solution to free Schro dinger equation,
namely
lim
t  
&u(t)&U(t) ,&2=0; (1.2)
(iii) if *>0 and #>43, then the wave operators are complete in the
space above.
These results were proved in [5, 12, 14, 20]. However, in long range
case, it is known that the wave operators do not exist in usual sense
[7, 14]. Therefore we introduce the modifier
S(t, !)=(V V |, | 2)(!) |
t
1
{&# d{
depending on the scattering statethis type of modifier was introduced
in [3] to study the scattering theory for linear Schro dinger equation and
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in [21] for nonlinear Schro dinger equationand expect that the solution
to (1.1) satisfies
lim
t  
&u(t)&U(t) exp[&iS(t, &i{)] ,&2=0 (1.3)
for suitable function ,. Note that if 12<#1 and , # L2, s with s>
max[#2, 2(1&#)], then
lim
t  
&U(t) exp[&iS(t, &i{)] ,&exp[&iS(t, } t)] U(t) ,&2=0,
and therefore in this case we may say that the solution u(t) behaves
asymptotically as a solution to the free equation in the sense of probability
density. Assume that for any , there exists a solution to (1.1) satisfying
(1.3). Then we can define the modified wave operator for positive time W+
by W+,=u0 . The operator W& can be defined similarly. Indeed the
following are known:
(iv) if 12<#1, then the wave operators from L2, k+1 to L2, k&1
exist for suitable integer k [4, 6, 21];
(v) if 12<#1 and the initial datum u0 is sufficiently small, then
the solution u(t) to (1.1) satisfies (1.3) for some , [811, 22] (see also
[16]);
(vi) if 0<#1, then the small solution u(t) to (1.1) satisfies
u(t, x)=(it)&n2 exp[(i |x|22t)&iS(t, xt)+O(t1&2#)] , (xt)
+o(t&n2)
for some , uniformly in Rn when t   [9, 10].
By the results above, we can know the asymptotic behavior in time of
the solution. It is a natural next question to determine the second term
of the asymptotic expansion. Recently Kita [19] studied the nonlinear
Schro dinger equation with short range power nonlinearity f (u)=* |u| p&1 u,
p>1+(2n), and obtained the asymptotic expansion of the small solution;
u(t, x)&U(t) ,(x)=[2i1&(n2)(np&n&2)] t(2&np)2
_exp(i |x|22t) f (, )(xt)+o(t (2&np)2)
uniformly in Rn as t  . The effect of the nonlinear term directly appears
in the second term of the expansion. His proof is based on the method of
stationary phase.
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In the present paper we shall determine the second term of the
asymptotic expansion of the solution to (1.1). Our main purpose is to treat
the Coulomb-like limiting case, namely #=1, which is physically most
important and mathematically much more difficult than short range case.
We also give a simple proof for short range case, which is applicable to the
power nonlinearity case. Now we shall state our Theorems.
Theorem 1.1. Let n2, 1<#<2, and s>n2. Let u0 # L2, s and let
&u0&L2, s be sufficiently small. Let u(t) be the solution to (1.1) belonging to
C(R, L2) with U &1u # C(R; L2, s). Then there exists a unique scattering state
, # L2, s satisfying
&U(&t) u(t)&,&i(#&1)&1 t1&#F&1f (, )&L2, s=o(t1&#) (1.4)
as t  . Moreover, if s>(n2)+2(#&1), then
u(t, x)=(it)&n2 exp(i |x|22t)[, (xt)&i(#&1)&1 t1&# f (, )(xt)]
+o(t&(n2)+1&#) (1.5)
uniformly in Rn as t  .
Theorem 1.2. Let n2, #=1, and s>(n2)+2. Let u0 # L2, s and let
&u0&L2, s be sufficiently small. Let u(t) be the solution to (1.1) belonging to
C(R; L2) with U&1u # C(R; L2, s). Then there exists a unique modified
scattering state , # L2, _ satisfying
"U(&t) u(t)&exp[&iS (t, &i{)] {,+t&1 :
1
j=0
,1, j (log t) j="L2, _$ =o(t&1)
(1.6)
as t  . Here n2<_$<_&2<s&2 and
S0 =V V |, |2,
, 1, 1= &i[V V (2S0 |, | 2)+V V ({S0 } {, , +{S0 } {, , )&|{S0 | 2] , ,
, 1, 0= &(V V (, 2, ) , +(V V |{, |2) , +{S0 } {, )+, 1, 1 ,
S (t, !)=S0(!) log t&t&1V V [, , 1, 0+, , 1, 0].
Theorem 1.3. Under the assumption of Theorem 1.2
u(t, x)=(it)&n2 exp((i |x| 22t)&iS (t, xt))
_{, (xt)+t&1 :
2
j=0
1, j (xt)(log t) j=+o(t&(n2)&1) (1.7)
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uniformly in Rn as t  . Here , and S are stated in Theorem 1.2, and
1, 2 =
i
2
|{S0 | 2 , ,
1, 1=&
1
2
(2S0, +2{S0 } {, )+, 1, 1 ,
1, 0=&
i
2
2, +, 1, 0 .
Remark 1.1. Our method is applicable to the potential V(x)=
|x|&# 0(x), where 0(x) is a smooth homogeneous function of degree 0.
Remark 1.2. If s>(n2)+2N, iterating the method in the proof of
Theorem 1.2, we obtain the asymptotic expansion
U(&t) u(t)=exp[&iS N(t, &i{)] {,+ :
N
j=1
t& j :
k( j)
k=0
,j, k(log t)k=+o(t&N)
in L2, s&2N&0. Here
S N(t, !)=S0(!) log t+ :
N
j=1
t& j :
k( j)$
k=0
S j, k(!)(log t)k,
and the functions , j, k and Sj, k can be represented explicitly by using ,.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we shall prepare basic
inequalities and introduce some known results for (1.1). In Section 3,
we shall prove Theorem 1.1. In the proof we use the decomposition
of the propagator U(t)=M(t) D(t) FM(t) and the transform v(t)=
FM(t) U(&t) u(t), which is equivalent to the pseudoconformal transform
and was introduced in [12]. We first show the estimate of the H s-norm of
v(t), and then we can show the existence of lim v(t). Once we get this limit,
we substitute it in the nonlinear term of the equation and obtain the second
term of the asymptotic expansion. Section 4 is devoted to the proof of
Theorems 1.2 and 1.3. We remove the nonintegrable part of the nonlinear
term by the Dollard type modifier to obtain the profile of v(t). After that
we find the top term of the integrable part of the nonlinear term by
substituting this profile and by the expansion of the operator U(1t)&
1+(i22t). Integrating this top term with respect to t, we can obtain the
second term of the expansion.
We shall conclude this introduction by giving the notation used in this
paper:  (!)=F(!)=(2?)&n2 Rn e
&ix!(x) dx is the Fourier transform
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of , and F&1 its inverse. & }&p means the usual L p-norm, L2, s=
[,; (1+|x| )s , # L2], H s and H4 s denote the Sobolev and the homogeneous
Sobolev space of s th order, respectively. B4 sp, % denotes the homogeneous
Besov space. For s>0,
& f &B4 sp , % &{|

0
(’&s sup
| y|’
&$my f &p)
% d’
’ =
1%
, (1.8)
where m is an integer larger than s, $my f (x)=
m
j=0 (&1)
m& j ( mj ) f (x+ jy).
It is well-known that B4 sp, %=H4
s as Banach spaces. 4=(1&2)12, U(t)=
exp(it 22), M(t)=exp(i |x|22t), [D(t) ,](x)=(it)&n2 ,(xt). We denote
by l(t) various polynomials of log t.
2. PRELIMINARIES
First, we summarize the lemmas used in later sections.
Lemma 2.1. Let 1p, l1 , l2 , m1 , m2 , % with (1l1)+(1l2)=
(1m1)+(1m2)=1p, and let s>0. Then
& fg&B4 sp , %C & f &B4 sl1 , %
&g&l2+C & f &m1 &g&B4 sm2 , %
.
We can prove Lemma 2.1 by the definition of homogeneous Besov space,
see [1].
Lemma 2.2. Let s>0, 1<p, q1 , q2<, 1<r1 , r2 and 1p=
(1q1)+(1r1)=(1q2)+(1r2). Then
(i) &4s(uv)&pC &4su&q1 &v&r1+C &4
sv&q2 &u&r2 ;
(ii) &4s(uv)&u4sv&pC &4su&q1 &v&r1+C &4
s&1v&q2 &{u&r2 .
Proof. See [17, 18]. K
Lemma 2.3. Let 1p, %, s>0, and let , be a real-valued function.
Then
&ei,&B4 sp , %C(1+&,&)
[s] &,&B4 sp , % , (2.1)
where [s] means the largest integer not greater than s. Furthermore
&ei,&ei&B4 sp , % C(1+&&)
[s] &&B4 sp , % &,&&
+C(1+&,&&)[s] &,&&B4 sp , % . (2.2)
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Proof. We shall prove (2.1) by induction. If 0<s<1, then (2.1)
immediately follows from (1.8). We assume that (2.1) holds for s<N&1,
where N is a positive integer, and prove (2.1) for N&1s<N. Since eit,
satisfies the equation

t
eit,=i,eit,,
taking N th difference of the both sides we have

t
$Ny e
it,=i :
N
j=0 \
N
j + $N& jy ,( } + jy) $ jyeit,.
By multiplying $Ny e
it, and taking real part,

t
|$Ny e
it,|C :
N&1
j=0
|$N& jy ,( } + jy) $
j
ye
it,|.
Integrating this inequality in t over [0, 1], using the representation (1.8)
and Ho lder’s inequality, we obtain
&ei,&B4 sp , %C :
N&1
j=0
|
1
0
&,&B4 s (N& j )N
pN(N&j ) , %N(N&j )
&eit,&B4 sjn
pNj , %Nj
dt.
Since sjN<N&1, we obtain (2.1) by the assumption of induction and
the GagliardoNirenberg type inequality &,&B4 aspa , %aC &,&B4 sp , %
a &,&1&a,
0<a<1. The inequality (2.2) follows from Lemma 2.1 and (2.1). Indeed,
&ei,&ei&B4 sp , % =&e
i(ei(,&)&1)&B4 sp , %
C &ei&B4 sp , % &e
i(,&)&1&+C &ei(,&)&1&B4 sp , %
C(1+&&)[s] &&B4 sp , % &,&&
+C(1+&,&&)[s] &,&&B4 sp , % .
Therefore the lemma has been proved. K
Lemma 2.4. Let _ # R and 0<a1. Let l be a nonnegative integer. Then
"\U(1t)& :
l
j=0
1
j !
(i 22t) j+ "H _&2l&2a Ct&l&a &&H_ .
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Proof. By the inequality
} exp(&i |!| 22t)& :
l
j=0
1
j !
(&i |!|22t) j }C( |!|22t) l+a, (2.3)
we have the lemma. K
Next we shall introduce a known result on the well-posedness of the
Cauchy problem (1.1).
Proposition 2.5. Let 0<#<min(2, n). If u0 # L2, then the Cauchy
problem (1.1) has a unique solution in C(R; L2) & L8#loc(R; L
4n(2n&#)).
Moreover,
(i) u # Lqloc(R; L
r) for any (q, r) satisfying 0<2q=(n2)&(nr)<1;
(ii) if u0 # L2, s, s>0, then U&1u # C(R; L2, s);
(iii) if &u0&L2, s is sufficiently small, then sup |t| 1 &U(&t) u(t)&L2, s
2 &u0&L2, s ;
(iv) &u(t)&2=&u0&2 for all t # R.
Proof. See [2, 5, 13, 15]. K
To prove Theorems 1.2 and 1.3, we use the following proposition
obtained in [8].
Proposition 2.6. Let n2, #=1 and s>n2. Let u0 # L2, s and let
&u0&L2, s be sufficiently small. Then the solution u(t) to (1.1) stated in
Proposition 2.5 satisfies
&u(t)&Ct&n2 (2.4)
for 1t<.
3. THE SHORT RANGE CASE
First, we introduce the transform
v(t)#FM(t) U(&t) u(t)=D(t)&1 M(&t) u(t), (3.1)
where u(t) is the solution to (1.1). If u0 # L2, s, then v # C((0, ); H s) and
satisfies the equation
ivt+(2t2)&1 2v=t&#f (v). (3.2)
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Lemma 3.1. Let n2, 1<#<2, and s>n2. Let u0 # L2, s and let
&u0&L2, s be sufficiently small. Let u(t) be the solution to (1.1) and let v(t) be
defined by (3.1). Then &v(t)&Hs is bounded for 1t<.
Proof. We choose a positive number \ and define
T*=sup [T; sup
1tT
&v(t)&H s\].
If &u0&L2, s is sufficiently small, so is &v(1)&H s , and thus T* is well-defined.
Taking the imaginary part of the inner-product of (3.2) and 42sv, we have
1
2
d
dt
&v(t)&2H s=t
&# Im(4sf (v), 4sv).
By virtue of Lemma 2.2 and the HardyLittlewoodSobolev inequality, we
have
& f (v)&H sC &v&2L2 & L &v&H sC\
2 &v&H s .
Therefore
1
2
d
dt
&v(t)&2H sCt
&#\2 &v(t)&2Hs
for 1<t<T*. Thus Gronwall’s inequality yields
sup
1t<T*
&v(t)&H s &v(1)&H s exp \C\2 |
T*
1
{&# d{+
C exp(C\2) &u0&L2, s . (3.3)
Therefore if &u0&L2, s is so small that the right-hand side of (3.3) is smaller
than \, then we can show that T*= by standard argument. K
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We rewrite the equation (3.2) in the integral form
U(1t$) v(t$)&U(1t) v(t)=&i |
t$
t
{&#U(1{) f (v({)) d{. (3.4)
By Lemmas 2.2 and 3.1, & f (v)&Hs is bounded for 1t. Thus
&U(1t$) v(t$)&U(1t) v(t)&H sC |
t$
t
{&# d{Ct1&#
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for 1<t<t$. So , =s-limt   U(1t) v(t) exists in H s. We also have
s-limt   v(t)=, in H s since U(1t) tends to the identity. Again by
Lemmas 2.2 and 3.1,
& f (v(t))& f (, )&HsC(&v(t)&2H s+&, &
2
Hs) &v(t)&, &Hs  0. (3.5)
Clearly we have &(U(1t)&1) f (, )&H s  0. Thus
U(1t) v(t)&, &i(#&1)&1 t1&#f (, )
=i |

t
{&#U(1{)[ f (v({))& f (, )] d{
+i |

t
{&#(U(1{)&1) f (, ) d{
=o(t1&#)
in H s. Therefore the first part of the theorem has been proved since
F&1U(1t) v(t)=U(&t) u(t).
We shall proceed the second part. By L-L1 estimates for the free
propagator and the condition s>n2,
&u(t)&U(t) ,&i(#&1)&1 t1&#U(t) F&1f (, )&
(2?t)&n2 &U(&t) u(t)&,&i(#&1)&1 t1&#F&1f (, )&1
Ct&n2 &U(&t) u(t)&,&i(#&1)&1 t1&#F&1f (, )&L2, s
=o(t&n2+1&#).
We have
&U(t) F&1f (, )&M(t) D(t) f (, )& =&MDF(M&1) F&1f (, )&
Ct&n2 &(M&1) F&1f (, )&1
=o(t&n2)
by Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem. In addition if we assume
s>(n2)+2(#&1), then we have
U(t) ,=M(t) D(t) , +o(t&n2+1&#). (3.6)
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Indeed we find
&U(t) ,&MD, &=&MDF(M&1) ,&Ct&n2 &(M&1) ,&L2, s&2$ ,
where #&1<$min(1, (2s&n)4). Hence (3.6) is obtained by the
inequality (2.3). Thus (1.5) has been proved. K
4. THE LONG RANGE CASE
In this section we consider the case #=1. In what follows we denote by
l(t) various polynomials of log t. We first prove the following:
Lemma 4.1. Let n2, #=1 and s>n2. Let u0 # L2, s and let &u0&L2, s be
sufficiently small. Let u(t) be the solution to (1.1) and let v(t)=
FM(t) U(&t) u(t). Then for 1t<, &v(t)&L2 & L is bounded and
&v(t)&H sl(t).
Proof. By the definition of v(t) and Propositions 2.5 and 2.6,
&v(t)&L2 & L is bounded for 1t<. By the equation (3.2), the inequality
1
2
d
dt
&4mv(t)&22 =t&1 Im(4mf (v), 4mv)
t&1 &4mf (v)&(V V |v|2) 4mv&2 &4mv&2
holds for any positive number m. By Lemma 2.2,
&4mf (v)&(V V |v|2) 4mv&2 C &4mV V |v|2&2n &v&2n(n&1)
+C &{V V |v|2&2n &4m&1v&2n(n&1) .
We shall estimate the right-hand side of this inequality term by term. By
virtue of the HardyLittlewoodSobolev inequality and Lemma 2.2,
&4m(V V |v| 2)&2n
=&412(V V 4m&(12) |v|2)&2n
C &V V 4m&(12) |v| 2&2n+C & | } |&32 V 4m&(12) |v|2&2n
C &4m&(12) |v|2&2n(2n&1)+C &4m&(12) |v| 2&n(n&1)
C(&v&2n(n&1)+&v&2n(n&2)) &4m&(12)v&2 .
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The HardyLittlewoodSobolev inequality (n3) or Mihlin’s multiplier
theorem (n=2) yields
&{V V |v|2&2nC &v&24n(2n&3) .
By Sobolev’s inequality
&4m&1v&2n(n&1)C &4m&(12)v&2 .
Therefore
d
dt
&4mv(t)&2Ct&1 &v&2L2 & L &4
m&(12)v&2 . (4.1)
If 0<m12, then the right-hand side of (4.1) is bounded by Ct&1, and
hence
&4mv(t)&2C(log t+1)
for 1t<. By this estimate and (4.1), we get &4mv(t)&2C(log t+1)2
for 12<m1. Iterating this procedure, we obtain the lemma. K
To prove Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 we put w(t)=U(1t) v(t)=FU(&t) u(t).
Then w(t) satisfies the equation
iwt=t&1U(1t) f (U(&1t) w(t)). (4.2)
The function w(t) clearly satisfies
&w(t)&2 =&w(1)&2 , (4.3)
&w(t)&Hsl(t) (4.4)
and satisfies
&w(t)&C, (4.5)
because
&w(t)& &(U(1t)&1) v&+&v&C &(U(1t)&1) v&H s&2$+C
Ct&$ &v&H s+CC.
Here $ is some positive integer, and we have used Proposition 2.6, Lemmas
2.4 and 4.1.
Now we divide the right-hand side of (4.2) as
iwt=t&1(I1+I2)+t&1f (w(t)),
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where
I1=(U(1t)&1) f (U(&1t) w(t)), I2= f (U(&1t) w(t))& f (w(t)).
So if we put 8(t)= t1 V V |w({)|
2 d{{, we have
it(ei8w)=t&1ei8(I1+I2). (4.6)
Lemma 4.2. Let n2, #=1 and s>n2. Let n2<_<s, ’=
min((s&_)2, 1) and n<p<. Let w(t) be the solution to (4.2) satisfying
(4.3)(4.5). Then there exist W # H_ and 8 # L & B4 _p, 2 such that
&ei8w(t)&W&H _ =O(t&’l(t)), (4.7)
&8(t)&S(t)&8&L & B4 _p , 2=O(t
&’l(t)) (4.8)
as t  , where S(t)=V V |W|2 log t.
Proof. To prove (4.7), we shall show that the right-hand side of (4.6)
is integrable with respect to t in H_-sense. By (4.3)(4.5), Lemma 2.1 and
the HardyLittlewoodSobolev inequality,
&8&+&8&B4 _p , 2l(t).
Accordingly, using this estimate and Lemma 2.3, we have
&ei8&B4 _p , 2l(t). (4.9)
By Lemmas 2.2, 2.4, and Sobolev’s inequality,
&I1&H _Ct&’ & f (U(&1t) w)&HsCt&’ &w&3H st
&’l(t).
Similarly we also have
&I2&H_C &(U(&1t)&1) w&H_ &w&2H sCt
&’ &w&3Hst
&’l(t).
Thus using these estimates together with Lemma 2.2 and the Hardy
LittlewoodSobolev inequality, we get
&ei8(t$)w(t$)&ei8(t)w(t)&H_
|
t$
t
&ei8(I1+I2)&H _
d{
{
C |
t$
t
[&e i8&B4 _p , 2 &I1+I2&2p( p&2)+&I1+I2&H _]
d{
{
|
t$
t
{&’&1l({) d{t&’l(t)
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for 1<t<t$. Therefore we obtain (4.7). We shall prove (4.8). By definitions
of 8 and S,
8(t$)&S(t$)&8(t)+S(t)=|
t$
t
(V V |w|2&V V |W| 2)
d{
{
.
By Ho lder’s inequality and Sobolev’s inequality
&V V |w|2&V V |W|2& C(&w&L2 & L+&W&L2 & L) &ei8w&W&H_
{&’l({).
Hence there exists 8 # L such that
&8(t)&S(t)&8&t&’l(t).
By the HardyLittlewoodSobolev inequality, Lemma 2.1 and (4.9)
&V V |w|2&V V |W|2&B4 _p , 2
C & |ei8w|2&|W|2&B4 _np(np+n&p) , 2
C(&ei8w&L2 & L+&W&L2 & L) &ei8w&W&H_
+C(&ei8w&H _+&W&H_) &ei8w&W&L2 & L
t&’l(t).
Thus 8 # B4 _p, 2 and
&8(t)&S(t)&8&B4 _p , 2t
&’l(t).
This completes the proof of the lemma. K
Now we change 8 and W for 9=8&8 and , =e&i8W respectively.
Then,
it(ei9w)=t&1ei9 (I1+I2), (4.10)
S(t)=V V |, |2 log t, (4.11)
&ei9&B4 _p , 2l(t), (4.12)
&ei9w(t)&, &H _=O(t&’l(t)), (4.13)
&9(t)&S(t)&L & B4 _p , 2=O(t
&’l(t)). (4.14)
Here, as in the statement of Lemma 4.2, _>n2, ’=min((s&_)2, 1) and
n<p<.
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Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let n<p< and let 0<a<(_&_$&2)2<1.
Let w(t) be the solution to (4.2) satisfying (4.12)(4.14). We put
J1 =
i2
2t
[(V V |, | 2) e&iS, ],
J2=&
i
2t
[V V [2(e&iS, ) eiS, ] e&iS,
&V V [e&iS, 2(eiS, )] e&iS, +(V V |, |2) 2(e&iS, )],
and consider the difference ei9 (I1+I2)&eiS(J1+J2).
We shall start with the estimate of &ei9I1&e iSJ1&H _$ . By Lemma 2.1,
&ei9I1&e iSJ1&H_$
&ei9 (I1&J1)&H_$+&(ei9&eiS) J1&H _$
C &I1&J1&H _$+C &ei9&B4 _$p , 2 &I1&J1&L2 & L
+C &9&S& &J1&H_$+C &ei9&e iS&B4 _$p , 2 &J1&L2 & L . (4.15)
We shall estimate each factor in the right-hand side of (4.15). First, we
shall show
&I1&J1&H _$t&1&+l(t), (4.16)
where +=min(a, ’). Indeed, we can write
I1&J1 =(U(1t)&1)[ f (U(&1t) w)& f (e&iS, )]
+(U(1t)&1&(i22t)) f (e&iS, )
#I+II.
By Lemmas 2.12.4, the HardyLittlewoodSobolev inequality, and the
estimates (4.12)(4.14),
&I&H _$ Ct&1 & f (U(&1t) w)& f (e&iS, )&H _$+2
Ct&1 &U(&1t) w&e&iS, &H_$+2 (&w&2H _$+2+&e
&iS, &2H_$+2)
Ct&1l(t)[&(U(&1t)&1) w&H_$+2+&w&e&i9, &H _$+2
+&(ei9&e&iS) , &H _$+2]
Ct&1l(t)[t&a &w&H _+t&’l(t)+t&’l(t)]
t&1&+l(t).
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By the HardyLittlewoodSobolev inequality, Lemmas 2.1, 2.3 and 2.4, we
have
&II&H _$Ct&1&a & f (e&iS, )&H _t&1&+l(t).
Thus we get (4.16). On the other hand, we easily have
&J1&L2 & LC &J1&H _$t&1l(t).
By Lemma 2.3 and the estimates (4.12), (4.14),
&ei9&eiS&B4 _$p , 2 C &e
i9&B4 _$p , 2 &9&S&
+C(1+&9&S&)[_$] &9&S&B4 _$p , 2
t&’l(t).
Therefore we obtain
&ei9I1&eiSJ1&H _$t&1&+l(t).
We shall proceed to the estimate of &ei9I2&e iSJ2&H _$ . We put z(t)=
(U(&1t)&1+(i22t)) w(t). We have &z(t)&H_$t&1&al(t) by Lemma 2.4.
Hence
I2 =f ((1&(i22t)) w+z)& f (w)
= &
i
2t
[V V [2ww ] w&V V [w2w ] w+(V V |w|2) 2w]+ f ,
where
& f &H_$ C &w&2H_$ &z&H _$+C &w&H _$ (&(22t) w&
2
H _$+&z&
2
H _$)
+C &(22t) w&3H _$+C &z&
3
H _$
t&1&al(t).
Thus
I2&J2 = &
i
2t
[V V [2ww ] w&V V [2(e&iS, ) eiS, ] e&iS,
&V V [w 2w ] w+V V [e&iS, 2(e iS, )] e&iS,
+(V V |w|2) 2w&(V V |, |2) 2(e&iS, )]+O(t&1&al(t))
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in H _$ sense. We only consider the first difference in the braces, since the
other ones are estimated similarly. By the estimates (4.12)(4.14),
&V V [2ww ] w&V V [2(e&iS, ) e iS, ] e&iS, &H_$
C &w&e&iS, &H _ (&w&2H_+&e
&iS, &2H_)t
&’l(t).
So we obtain &I2&J2&H _$t&1&+l(t). Since &J2&H_$t&1l(t), we have
similarly as above
&ei9I2&eiSJ2&H _$t&1&+l(t).
By the facts we have proved above,
ei9w&, &i |

t
eiS(J1+J2)
d{
{
=O(t&1&+l(t)).
A direct calculation leads us to
ieiS(J1+J2)=&
1
t
[i[V V (2S0 |, |2)+V V ({S0 } {, , +{S0 } {, , )
&|{S0 |2] , log t
+[V V (, 2, ) , +(V V |{, |2) , +{S0 } {, )]]
#&
1
t
(A log t+B),
and hence
i |

t
eiS(J1+J2)
d{
{
=&t&1(A log t+(A+B))
=t&1(, 1, 1 log t+, 1, 0).
Thus
ei9w=, +t&1 :
1
j=0
, 1, j (log t) j+O(t&1&+l(t)) (4.17)
in H_$. Substituting this equality in the definition of 9, we get
9(t)=S(t)&|

t
V V (, , 1, 0+, , 1, 0)
d{
{2
+O(t&1&+l(t))
=S (t)+O(t&1&+l(t)) (4.18)
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in L & B4 _$p, 2 . Here we have used the fact that , , 1, 1+, , 1, 1=0. We are
now ready to prove (1.6). We write w(t)=, +t&1 1j=0 , 1, j(log t)
j for
short. Clearly &w(t)&H_$ is bounded. Since w(t)=FU(&t) u(t), it suffices
to show that &w(t)&e&iS w(t)&H _$t&1&+l(t). By (4.18) and Lemma 2.3
we find that &e&i9&e&iS &L & B4 _$p , 2t
&1&+l(t). Therefore, using this estimate
and (4.12), (4.17), we obtain
&w(t)&e&iS w(t)&H_$
&e&i9 (ei9w(t)&w(t))&H _$+&(e&i9&e&iS ) w(t)&H_$
+C &e&i9&B4 _$p , 2 &e
i9w&w(t)&2p( p&2)+C &e i9w&w(t)&H_$
+C &e&i9&e&iS &B4 _$p , 2 &w(t)&2p( p&2)
+&e&i9&e&iS & &w(t)&H_$
t&1&+l(t).
This completes the proof. K
Proof of Theorem 1.3. By Theorem 1.2 and L-L1 estimate of the free
propagator, we have
"u(t)&U(t) exp[&iS (t, &i{)] {,+t&1 :
1
j=0
,1, j (log t) j="
=O(t&(n2)&1&+l(t)).
We divide the term U(t) exp[&iS (t, &i{)] , as follows:
U(t) exp[&iS (t, &i{)] ,
=M(t) D(t) FM(t) F&1e&iS ,
=M(t) D(t) F(M(t)&1) F&1(e&iS &e&iS) ,
+M(t) D(t) F(M(t)&1&(i | } |22t)) F&1e&iS,
+M(t) D(t) {e&iS , &i22t e&iS, =
=I+II+III.
We take $ so that 0<$<min(_$&(n2), 1). Then
&I& Ct&n2 &(M(t)&1) F&1(e&iS &e&iS) , &L2, _$&2$
Ct&(n2)&$ &(e&iS &e&iS) , &H _$
t&(n2)&1&$l(t).
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By Lemma 2.4
&II& Ct&n2 &(M(t)&1&(i | } | 22t)) F&1e&iS, &L2, _$
Ct&(n2)&1&a &e&iS, &H_$
t&(n2)&1&al(t).
By a direct calculation, we get
III=M(t) D(t) e&iS , +
i
2t
M(t) D(t) e&iS
_(|{S0 |2 , (log t)2+i(2S0, +2 {S0 } {, ) log t&2, )
=M(t) D(t) e&iS {, + i2t ( |{S0 |2 , (log t)2
+i(2S0, +2 {S0 } {, ) log t&2, )=+O(t&(n2)&1&+l(t))
uniformly in Rn. Similarly (more easily) we have
t&1U(t) exp[&iS (t, &i{)] :
1
j=0
,1, j (log t) j
=t&1M(t) D(t) e&iS :
1
j=0
, 1, j (log t) j+O(t&(n2)&1&+l(t))
uniformly in Rn. Thus we obtain Theorem 1.3. K
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